NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS

Educational Programs
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

ORNL, the largest US Department of Energy (DOE) science and energy laboratory, participates in DOE’s Community College Internships (CCI) and Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships (SULI) programs. These programs are sponsored and managed by the DOE Office of Science’s Office of Workforce Development for Teachers and Scientists in collaboration with DOE national laboratories.

The CCI and SULI programs are now accepting applications for Summer 2022! Be sure to apply by January 12, 2022, 5 p.m. ET.

CCI Program
The Community College Internships program encourages community college students to enter technical careers relevant to the DOE mission by providing technical training experiences at DOE national laboratories. Selected students contribute to technologies or instrumentation projects under the guidance of laboratory staff scientists or engineers.

SULI Program
The Science Undergraduate Laboratory Internships program encourages undergraduate students and recent graduates to pursue STEM careers by providing research experiences at DOE national laboratories. Selected students perform research under the guidance of laboratory staff scientists or engineers.

Have a question? Send an email to education@ornl.gov

CLICK HERE TO APPLY
or visit science.osti.gov/wdts/cci/how-to-apply

CLICK HERE TO APPLY
or visit science.osti.gov/wdts/suli/how-to-apply